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Orono, Maine, March II, 1943

Dr. Yang To
Speak Friday
At Assembly

'Thunder Rock'In Action...

Number 18

Seven Fraternities Fill Quotas;
151 Freshmen Pledged Monday

Will Also Be Guest
At MCA Sunday
Morning Services

Houses Pledging Less Than 12 Men
May Rush Until Quota Is Filled

One hundred fifty-one freshmen pledged to fraternities in balDr. V. C. Yang, a visiting lecturer
loting Monday, according to Lamert S. Corbett, dean of men.
at Bowdoin College, former president
The quota, arrived at by dividing
of Soochow University in China, will
Phi Eta Kappa
the number of men balloting by the
address the student body of the UniRalph Badger, Donald Blackstone,
number
of houses, was twelve. Of the Robert Clawson,
versity of Maine at a general assembly
Charles E. Cunningfifteen houses, seven realized their ham, Burton
in the Memorial Gymnasium on Friday
Murdock, Jr., E. F.
quota. They were Delta Tau Delta, Poynter,
morning, March 12. Dr. Yang will
Jr., Robert F. Preti, Harold
Phi Eta Kappa, Phi Gamma Delta, Rogers, Robert
speak on "Our Far Eastern Front."
%V. Sawyer, Ronald
Phi Mu Delta, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Stewart, Frederick
Dr. Yang will also be the guest
Thurlow, Malcolm
Sigma
Nu,
and
Tau
Epsilon
Phi.
The
Tuck.
speaker at the regular Sunday mornhouses
not
realizing
their
quotas
were
ing service on the campus sponsored
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Kappa Sigma with eleven pledges,
by the Maine Christian Association.
Pierre Beaufrand, Malcolm Brown,
Sigma Chi with eleven, Alpha Tau
The message Dr. Yang will bring
Omega wills ten, Kappa Sigma with Joseph Cervone, Frank \V. Danforth,
is particularly timely, it was pointed
nine pledges, Theta Chi with nine, Jr., Lawrence Carleton Day, Robert
out in announcing the assembly, due to
Beta Theta Pi eight, I.amba Chi Alpha C. Dutton, Charles L. Glover, Hugh
the great interest at this time in the
Hunter, John Hussey, Alfred J. Keith,
six, and Alpha Gamma Rho three.
question of war aid to China, greatest
Donald McCusker, John Whalen.
Those houses that did not get their
potential ally on our Pacific fighting
Phi Kappa Sigma
quotas
will
continue
rushing
until
they
front.
Robert Bleakney, Clifton Clarke,
DR. YANG
have their twelve men. Unless the
Action from Act Two of the Maine Masque's current attraction finds, from left to right. Bill Brown as CharlesHe is a noted internationalist, having
ruling of the Interfraternity Council Kenneth Cobb, Jackson H. Crowell,
ton. Jim Haskell as Captain Joshua Stuart, Pauline Forbus as Anne Marie Kurtz, Florice Dunham as Miss Kirby, been active in education, writing, diis changed there can be no rushing by Robert Fickett, Arthur G. Fox, Jr.,
and Donald Taverner as Briggs.
plomacy, and speaking. His knowlthe houses that have received their William Gibson, Jack M. Hiltz, Conedge of the Chinese problem against a
stantine Kyros, Donald E. Peterson.
quotas.
world background was broadened by
Merton Soule,
The
tabulation
determinaand
final
his work as Attache of the Chinese
Phi Mu Delta
tion
pledges
of
the
was
done
by
the
Legation in London, Secretary in the
executive committee of the InterfraterCharles Bruce, Arthur R. Burgess,
Chinese Delegation to the League of
nity Council and by the advisors of John R. Carson, Wilfred Cute, Daniel
Nations, and Washington Disarmathe houses not represented on the com- J. Frazier, Jr., Robert Hatch, Robment Conferetsce, and secretary and
mittees.
ert J. Leiper, Carl W. MacPhee, HorActing Director in the Ministry of
The following is a list of the houses ace Moody, Harold Parady, David 13.
Foreigr _.ffairs in Nanking.
According to a release from the NaParkhurst, Peter Richter.
D. Yang knows the field of educa- tional Headquarters of the Selective and their pledges:
Its Femme% Ann Sheehy
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Alpha Gamma Rho
tient equally well. He was named Service System, dated March 1, 1943,
Ralph Bartlett, Jr., Philip S. Catir,
eresident of Soochow University in additional deferments for college and
David Ilaley, Herman Levesque,
Finc acting-. excellent direction. a play that has a message for
George Chalmers, Richard T. Cleaver,
1927, the first Chinese to hold the university students are authorized. All Norwood W. Olmsted.
this time. make Thunder Rork, the Nlaine Masque's third offering
Richard W. Dennison, LeRoy Dieffenposition. He guided the destinies of students who are registered in certain
Alpha Tau Omega
of the year, an outstanding production.
bach, Henry B. Hagman, NVilliam A.
The University Red Cross Drive for the institution through the trying years named fields of specialization can
be
Elmer A. Bowen, Claude S. ChitEven the most ardent realist is per- passengers of the doomed ship. His the month of March began March 10 that followed. In 1936 he lectured at deferred by local boards if such stu- tick, Edward H. Hudson, Raymond Kendall, Robert Keniston, Rodney
suaded inh, the supernatural mood of belief that these people of a past gen- and will close March 18, Lieutenant the Summer Institute of the University dents can graduate on or before July Leclair, John P. Merrill, Storer S. McKusick, Richard E. Smith, Donald
C. Stebbins.
of Hawaii and in 1942 at Emory Uni- 1, 1945.
the play with racy, humorous, and eration could look up the answers to Lawrence Kelley
Parsons, Mark W. Sewall, Edward
announced Tuesday
versity and Duke University.
Sigma Chi
poetic diabigue. Moments of high their problems of life "in the back of
L.
Smiley-,
Weston,
Arthur
Jr.,
WenStudents
registered
in
agriculture
night at the banquet of the Student
The author of the book "China's and forestry cats be deferred by local dell R. %Vilson.
drama turn by a word into moments the book and the answer for this genRalph Abercrombie, Jr., William J.
of high csanedy. It is not a play of eration is a blank page" leads him to Senate. Each member of the Senate is Religious Heritage," and one year boards if such students have comBradley, Robert Elliott, Theodore
Beta Theta Pi
shocking surprise. which make them shallow and childish. On a captain and is responsible for solicit- editor of the Chinese Students Month- pleted at least half of the required
William Beckman, Edward B. But- Gridley, Ernest L. Larson, Richard W.
ly, Dr. Yang is also a leader in the work for graduation.
puts the burden of maintaining sus- the instigation of Captain Joshua, he ing his respective group.
ler, James E. Creighton, Howard S. I.utts, David L. Idanter, Robert Parpense and interest heavily upon the allows (hens to become true to life
Although there are now fewer stu- religious field. He spoke in 1929 at the
The new instructions thus include, Jones, Ray T. McDonald, Jr., John R. menter, Myron F. Peabody, Joseph
International Missionary Council in
shoulders of the players.
and discovers that, among the passen- dents on
for the first time, members of the pres- Mooers, Theodore P. Pope, John %V. R. Uzmann, Rudolph Weeks.
campus, this drive is expected
Tennessee and in 1936 was on a speakgers, Dr. Kurtz has been driven from
Brown Perteet
Sigma No
ent freshman class for deferment, if Steves.
to be bigger than in former years as it ing tour
with the Bishop's Crusade.
Perfecti,in cairn.it be applauded. Vienna for experinienting with anesare registered in one of the
they
Thomas
Boerke,
Robert Buckley,
Tau
Delta
Delta
is a major part of the war effort. The This year he was a speaker at the
Bill Brown's performance as Charles- thesia; Miss Kirby is worn out at
specialized fields named and if they
Philip Harold Albair, Ralph F. Robert Butler, Merrill E. Cobb, John
Bangor
Convocation.
Army
Emergency
forty
because
Relief,
of
which
her
fight
for
women's
grants
ton. the journalist "with,att enough
continue their work regularly through Blake, Roland Bouchard, Raymond O. Gray, George C. Grilling. II,
message to put in a bottle," stands at rights in an unlistening world; Briggs and loans money to army personnel
the accelerated program to graduate Conley, Harcourt %V. Davis, Jr., Har- George Hersom, Robert Nordstrom,
that. Dayson DeCourry, as Streeter, is bossed down with unjust poverty. and their relatives, is sponsored by
by July, 1945. The specialized fields rison E. Dov.:, Richard Haggett, Nich- George S. Parker, Robert A. Perry,
devil-may-care-I-don't flyer and friend All arc ready to give up and will not the Red Cross. The fact that most
include all engineering courses, bac- olas Harry Johns, Ben Lunt, Keith Bernard Theriault, Albert Thomas.
of Charleston. is a close second for believe that greatness is not dead or University students have friends and
teriology, chemistry, mathematics, phy- McKay, John Sabattus, Jack Stewart.
Tao Epsilon Phi
top acting honors. James Haskell, as that their problems will be cleared relatives its the service makes them feel
sics, pre-medical, and
pre-dental Jr.
SiMOI1 Berenson, 1.ester Cohen, Eubefore
a
century
passes.
This
teaches
Captain Joshua Stuart. also turns in
the heed very strongly.
courses.
Kappa Sigma
gene A. Long, Herbert Mordecai, Isa fine performance. The other play- Charleston that "Every obstacle of
Lieutenant Kelley especially stressed
The exact wording of the ruling on
Paul Coleman, Charles E. Dyer, rael Oretsky, Stanley J. Ostrow,
civilization
is pushed aside sooner or
ers are lesser in role but not in calibre
the fact that "this drive is just as imstudents in agriculture and forestry is Harlan Goodwin, I.. Montague Hig- Albert S. Povich, Richard Rubenstein,
of presentation. They are: John Ben- later. Man has the power to decide portant as
as follows: "A student in undergradu- gins, Wendell Hollett, Thomas M. Morris J. Smith, Eli Snitzer, Sanford
buying War Bonds and
nett as Inspector Flanning; Donald simply this—will it he sooner or later." Stansps, and feeling
ate work in agriculture or forestry Libby, Steve Notis, H. K. Stanwood, Weinberger, Lester Yoffe,
toward memberTaverner as Briggs; Richard Irwin
A narticularly fine scene is that in ship in the Red Cross should be one
Details regarding the attendance of should be considered for occupational William Tolford.
Theta Chi
as Dr. Kurtz: Marion Korda as Mel- which Streeter and his Chinese me- of wholehearted cooperation."
He present students and entering fresh- classification if he is a full-time stuLambda Chi Alpha
John B. Crockett, Richard C. Emanie Kurtz; Florice Dunham as Miss chanic Chang return in spirit to said, "We have set no limit for
the men in the summer term of the ac- dent its good standing its a recognized
Frederick Antell, S. E. Fuller, Read mons, Neal R. Hill, Gregory KenniKirby: Pauline Forbus as Anne Marie Charleston just before lie goes hack drive, as we expect the students
to celerated wartime program of the Uni- college or university and if it is certi- Parmenter, Sidney Ray Peachey, son, Roy MacGee, Kermit H. Neal,
Kurtz; Roger Sargent as Nonny; to the world. Streeter has found his contribute generously (in their own." versity of Maine were announced here fied by the institution as follows:
James G. Schaadt, George William Ernest Parizo, Roger D. Sargent,
Montague Higgins 25 Cassidy: Ray- answer in dying for the cause of China
today after approval by the University
(Continued on Page Four)
Stone.
Franklin Talbot.
mond Jones as Chang. All are de- and in Chang who thinks him a g(xl.
Board of Trustees. The dates of the
serving of strings of adjectives. That This scene may serve to characterize
sununer term will be from June 7 to
these people play their parts to the the entire production: restraint but
September 24, offering a full sixteen
fullest without crossing the fine line with full appreciation of dialogue and
week session.
into over-acting is to the credit of action, thought, beauty.
The summer plan pros-ides for the
their natural abilities and the work of
Corsages to all connected with the
admission of freshmen students to the
Director Bricker.
Masque presentation of Thunder h'ock.
University either in June or in October
Tryouts for the next Maine
All Smooth
in the college of arts and sciences and
Masque Theatre production will
Antunincements from the Navy De- The program also provides that pres- full-time training of navy personnel,
The performance goes with superb
in Inome economics in the college of
he held in the attic of North
partment and the Marine Corps Ilead- ent V-1 students now in the second and not necessarily at the institutions
sin...finless. The setting, as MIMI in
agriculture.
Other
students
in
agriStevens, March 16 and 17, next
Masque pnwlucti,ins. is excellent.
culture, however, as the plan is at quarters of interest to all students half of their sophomore year will take where they are now enrolled.
Tuesday and %Vednesday, at 7
Make-up, sound and lighting effects,
present, will be admitted only in Octo- have been received recently at the of- the qualifying examination iii April to
The \'-5 Aviation program will
p.m., according to Professor
all add to the presentation.
ber to the fall term. In technology, fice of Mr. Crane, institutional repre- determine which of such students will continue to obtain officer candidates
Herschel I,. Bricker, director of
Sescral naniturs if the faculty of
entering students will be accepted for sentative for the armed sees-ices. The be placed on active duty its designated as at present, the announcement stated,
The story is of Charleston who bedramatics.
the college of arts and sciences are
enrollment only at the beginning of the new announcements concern the Navy colleges by the Navy Department to but a number will he selected to enter
lieves that "man has one future—in
"The Masque of Kings" and
V-12 Plan and adaptation of Marine continue their studies as part of the the V-12 College Program.
summer term in June.
the past" and has rejected the world teaching in departments other than
"The Patriots" (a new hit on
he thinks he cannot help. His ivory their own, according to Rising L.
All students now enrolled in the col- Corps Reservists to the X'-12 program. V-12 plan. Other V-1 men will conMarine Reserves
Broadway) are under considThe new V-12 College Training tinue in college until the last half of
tower is a lighthouse on Thunder Morrow, acting dean of the college of
lege of technology who plan to conAt the sante time it was announced
eration.
their
year,
sophomore
then
be
given
Program,
Rock, an island in lake Michigan, arts and sciences. There are two
it
is
announced,
will eventinue their studies at the University
from Marine Corps headquarters that
which was built after the wreck of the causes for
will be expected to attend the summer tually supersede the present V-1 and the qualifying examination for selec- present members of the Marine Corps
this. First, the military
tion
for
further
college training. Those Reserve, except members of the curvessel, "land of lakes," in 18-49. In
term, it was announced, since regular V-7 programs for selection of naval
service has taken many members of the
his mind, Charleston re-creates the
second semester courses, given during officers from high schswil graduates who fail the examination will he or- rent graduating class, will be included
faculty, and, secondly, there has beein
the summer term will not be repeated and college students after prescribed dered to active duty service in the in the new Navy College Training
a marked increase in registration in
college training carried on while the Navy.
in the fall term.
Program. Such students will be called
St.sz.ents now in attendance in arts student is on actise duty, in uniform,
Present V-7 students who have more to active duty as privates in the Mamathematics.
and SC ief1CCS and home economics may and receiving regular base pay.
than (Inc semester to complete before rine Reserve and stationed at selected
At present, I.eslie F. Smith, assisSelection of applicants for Navy graduation will be placed on active colleges and universities to continue
the summer term or the fall
attend
tant professor of classics, is teaching
No
hospital faculty, University term, as course sequences will be V-12 will be made primarily on the duty and ordered to designated col- their studies. Student% in
freshman
hue to the accelerated program mathematics, Edith G. Wilson, dean faculty, and freshmen will be present
adapted to either session, although for basis of a screening test given by the leges to complete their studies on the and sophomore classes will be required
„
era]
committee heats of women, and John R. Crawford, as- at the tea
given by the Women's Stu- the most part summer term courses Navy at all 5411.SAS and colleges on same date as the V-12 students. It is I'm qualify for entrance into
the College
and officers have graduated or have sociate professor of education, also dent Government Association on Sunthe same date, some time early in anticipated now that this date will be Training program by taking the screenhave classes in this subject ; professor day, March 14, from 3:00 to 5:00. will not be repeated in the fall. Stubeen changed.
dents at present registered in the col- April. Applicants who qualify on the July 1, 1943. The V-7 students who ing test. Students with one semester
Alicia Coffin has been elected presi- John Klein of the German depart- Executed by the freshman class, the
lege of agriculture will attend the fall examination will then he interviewed have less than one semester remaining or less to complete before graduation
ment,
is
teaching
Spanish.
dent to fill the vacancy left by Joan
tea affords an opportunity for nurses
term, as courses ill Agriculture will by naval officers and given a physical before graduation may remain (in in- may remain on inactive status until
Solie.
Dean Paul Choke of the college of and students to become better acquainnot be offered during the summer term. examination.
active duty in the college they are now nimpletion (.1 their course at their
The changes are as follows: presi- technology stated that many profes- ted with each other.
Civilians Eligible
In the school of education, arrangeattending until completion of their re- present college or university, unless
dent, Alicia Coffin: religious resour- sors of that college have also had to
Frances Ann Sheehy is general ments have been niade to accept transV-12 is open hi civilian college stu- quirements for a degree.
required earlier by the Corps for milices, Virginia Conant ; deputations, double their responsibility. Professor chairman of the tea,
and committees ref students for entrance either in June dents between the ages ssf 17 and 20.
It is emphasizd that all V-1 and tary traiffiffg.
Thelma Folsom; social, Barbara Weston S. Evans, head of the depart- are as follows invitation
committee, or in October.
Such applicants will be considered for V-7 students who are accepted under
It is planned to group all Marine
Bean ; f r iend ship and marriage, Mary ment of civil engineering, has taken Joanne Potter, Peg Jameson, and
Ann
The Summer Term from June 7 to admission to the screening test to he the new V-12 program for further reservists at certain colleges from
Parkhurst; community service, Mary classes in physics, and professor Sey- Page; arrangements,
Mary Frances September 24, will be given in addition givens in April of this year. Applica- college training will be ordered to ac- among those designated by the Navy
Fielder ; and head of house committee, mour J. Ryckman of the same depart- Spangler; and refreshments, Beverly
to the regular summer sessism of the tion (swim and instructis Ms will be tive duty by the Navy at colleges des- in order to keep the Marine reserses
Patiline Stuart.
ment is giving instruction in electricity. Armitage, chairman.
made available at Mr. Crane's (Owe. ignated by the Navy Department for in econotnical and unified groups.
(Coalinga! ow Pew Pour)

Deferment In
Special Fields

Masque Play Outstanding Production
Brown And DeCourcey Score Hits,
Says Frances Sheehy In Review

Freshmen Included
In New Ruling

Kelley I-leading
Red Cross Dri..e

Students Expected
To Cooperate Fully

Will Take Frosh
This Summer
Provision Also Made
For Fall Entrance

•

Masque Tryouts
March 16, 17

Navy Announces New Training Program
V-12

Arts Professors
Do Double Duty

•

YWCA Appoints
Cabinet Officers

II

WSGA Holds
Tea Sunday

Plan To Supersede Present V-1 And

V-7

March II, IWO
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ROOM FOR RENT BY RACKETEER
WASHINGTON—(ACP)—To nimble-witted gentry with acquisitive
instincts, it's a rare ill wind that fails to suggest a road to easy wealth.
The ill wind of Washington's wartime overcrowding is ISO exception.
Many a government recruit is learning the search for a room to rent may
had to the door of a petty racketeer.
According to the ‘Vashington U. S. attorney's oflice, here's how hundreds
of newcomers are victimized. The new arrival checks his bag at Union Station and begins the room hunt. Hours later he finds a landlord who says he'll
have a room available nxt day and a week's rent in advance, please.
The jubilant room hunter pan, pockets a receipt, and departs re.

50110.01. ADV.11,1111111.10 fl

National Advertising Service, Inc.
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Those of you who saw the play poll—Dinah Shore was chosen mos
CINCINNATI, Ohio— (ACP)—
sae rutocNco There may be more than coincidence la "Thunder Rock" this week and saw popular girl vocalist—Guy Lombardo
probably just lost to Harry James after having the
the fact that the birthdays of Abraham the many lighting effects
hours of work position of top-notch orchestra for
the
for
granted
took
other
correspon.
all
both
Manager.
Washington
George
Business
and
the
Lincoln
Address all business correspondence to
building. Telephone
But eleven years.
denee to the Editor.in•Chief. Office on the third floor, M.C.A.
occur in February, for they are among that these special effects required.
extension 51.
inch.
column
per
cents
50
rate:
Advertising
American history who may mention should be made of the veterof
notables
Subscription: $1 per year.
the
at
Printed
The first college professor ever
Maine.
behind the scenes to
Entered as second-class matter at the post office. Orono.
have achieved greatness because of ans who work
University Press, Orono.
signed to a movie acting contract, Don
And
they
going.
production
keep
this
part weather played in their preto show
Editor-in-Chief the
are truly veterans, for Roger Moul- Curtis, has little opportunity
WILLARD T. JOHNS, JR.
natal development.
in Metroperfection
professorial
his
Hempstead,
David
Manager
Rigby,
ton,
Bill
Business
RUSSELL S. BODWELL
This opinion is expressed by Dr.
the Ma- joking.
and Malcolm Pierson have been back- Goldyn-Mayer's "Salute to
Next day he returns. "No room here, sorry," says the landlord. The
Clarence A. Mills, University of Cinrines."
since
stage on almost every production
room hunter shows his receipt, asks for his money back. The landlord points
cinnati authority on effects of climarine
hard-bitten
a
Curtis plays
they've been in college.
to the receipt. It says "no refund ofter 10 hours."
mate and weather on human progress.
EDITORIAL BOARD
for a
Their work starts as soon as that lieutenant, and the script calls
The war worker is out $5, $10, or more—end still roomless.
proHeady
T.
James
the
holds
He
"dese,"
Associate Editor Robert Perry, Martha Cilley
Sam Collins
of the actors and continues until the large number of "aint's,"
That's small stuff. Big-time operators mulct home seekers of as much as
medicine
experimental
of
fessorship
News Editors
Donald Crossland Makeup Editor
moment that the houselights are "data," "dems," and "dose."
deposit on purchase of a home.
$200,
medicine
of
college
university's
the
in
Society Editor
Natalie Curtis
Sports Editor
Having taught English and literaElliott Hale
up after tie fourth perforand is author of the recent volume, turned
Photographer
ant
Er
Weston
Editor
Duquesne
and
Fashions
Frances Higgins
mance of the play. They are the ones ture at Northwestern
Few college students ever buck a racket like this. But they are old
"Climate Makes the Man."
universities, Curtis is wondering what hands at the perilous, complicated business of renting rooms and living
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS—Betty Brackett, Ruth Troland, Frances "Climate and weather do sonic rath- who swing cables from beams, put
fake lights in radios, who do last his former students will think when in rooming houses. They could give lessons to women war workers now
Nelson, Alicia Coffin.
er surprising things to mankind," Dr. minute painting jobs and anything else they see—and hear—his screen debut.
living in rented rooms for the first time.
Smith
•
Paul
rate
his
Clifford,
dominate
"They
said.
Helen
Mills
STAR REPORTERS—
He's especially concerned about
that may occur before curtain time.
To help them with their problems, the Women's Bureau of the Department
for
energy
and
vitality
Beverly of growth, his
those he flunked in English.
REPORTERS—Albert Barmby, Therese Dumais, Lorraine Davis,
fellows,
these
prepared a list of do's and don'ts for roomers and landladies, comproduction
this
Labor
of
On
from
thought or action as he lives on
electricians,
Armitage.
the
an epigram from Emerson: "Life is not so short but that there is
with
are
usually
plete
who
day to day; but their influence begins
It took Hollywood actor Barry NelAllen,
Barbara
In
set.
build
the
Lowe,
helped
in
and
enough for courtesy."
pitched
time
Charlene
always
Sewall,
CUB REPORTERS—Elizabeth
even before he is born.
son four years of college life, a stage
spite of their inexperience they did an
EXPERIMENTAL DRAMA
82Betty Taylor, Mary Jane Hoyt.
meet
to
pictures
and
two
play,
that
realize
or
know
"Few people
WPB isn't known as a patron of the experimental drama, but it's
Higgins, Will a child conceived in summer heat has excellent job as the set itself proves. year-old Adeline de Walt Reynolds.
SPORTS WRITERS—Norman Foss, Bert Hill, Monty
keeping an eye on an experiment among New England college theatres
Their work allows them no opporyears
50
more
than
is
there
Although
only half the likelihood of entering tunity for making mistakes, for one
Moulton.
that involves—of all things—a logging project.
college that is enjoyed by youngsters wrong timing of a light or sound ef- difference in their ages, they were
Since the experiment concerns reduction of the manpower shortage for
of
Caliclassmates at the University
conceived in winter cold.
BUSINESS STAFF
logging operations, however, WPB has a legitimate interest. Matter
fect could ruin an entire scene. They
winter
Raymond D. Jones
"People conceived in late winter or are truly the silent partners of the fornia I
Assistant Business Manager
of fact, WPB wrote the script. It's "Woixlinan, Chop That Tree," a dramatiIn classes, Barry never had an opRuth Hansen
spring tend to live longest and to be actors who would be quite helpless
Advertising Manager
zation of the need for loggers.
portunity to meet Mrs. Reynolds, who
itan, Hayden Clement,
most likely to achieve greatness. without them.
Dana W hm
Members of the Allied College Theatres of New England presenting
Advertising Assistants
seventy,
at
career
began her college
Charles A. Flanagan
'Who's Who' volumes list a heavy
the dran-.a include Amherst, Bennington, Brown, Mount Ilolyoke, Smith,
sumOne
pictures at 80.
Barbara A. Higgins
preponderance of persons conceived in
It was no surprise that the Film and entered
Circulation Manager
WellirAey, WiBiams, and Yale. Theatres at these schools organized last
together in a play.
this favorable time of year.
Daily's twenty-first annual poll of mer they appeared
to integrate and enlarge their war activities.
Robert Anderson, Elinor Hodgkins,
fall
Circulation Assistants . .
But, Barry was in the first act. Mrs.
Following the logging project, their next war contribution will be plays
"Even our American Presidents American press and radio film critics
Marion Crocker, Elizabeth Furbish, Carl McPhee.
Reynolds in the second, so still they
have stressed the point. It was prob- gave first place to MGM's "Mrs.
dealing with aspects of the four Freedoms.
Marilyn Coy
Subscriptions Manager
chance that placed Miniver." Of 592 critics voting, 555 weren't introduced.
entirely
not
ably
EDUCATION ELSEWHERE
Linnell
Mary
Subscriptions Assistant
Recently Barry visited the set of
"Education" on Nazi terms has become a major interest of Vidkun
the birthdays of our two greatest: spotted "Mrs. Miniver" on their best
ten list. Trailing "Mrs. Miniver" Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "The Human Quisling, the Norwegian quisling. Smuggled reports reveal the puppet
Presidents in February.
by
"Eleven of the thirty-one presidents was 20th Century's "How Green \Vas Comedy," watched the octogenarian premier has put the scientific works of Marie Curie and all books
in- authors of Polish origin on the "verboten volume" list. At the name
were conceived in the first quarter of My Valley" with 500 votes. Trailing actress do a scene, and then was
time, libraries were ordered to display "large picture." of% idkusi
the year, ten in the second, only four close to these two were "King's Row," troduced to her.
Nelson is in the same picture, but
in the third (summer heat), and six in "Wake Island," "Pride of the Yanks,"
"Man Who Came to Dinner," "One again he doesn't play a scene with Mrs.
During the past two years thousands of college men and women the fourth.
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The Red Cross Blood Donor Service has opened the eyes of lege, Penn State and the State College Bob Hope was named best comedian The story has a unique plot
for of 1942 and his show was chosen as well adapted for the movies. The actCornell
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thousands
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Cross.
up a report that Italy's "schools of higher
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nadio monitors have
many to the real significance
their participation in the fats salvage favorite program by United States and ing and photography are outstand:.•, learning" will close for good April 30. All students will be drafted for army
who are unable, for a variety of reasons, to join the fray are sending
as
slated
campaign, the salvage division of the Canadian radio editors voting in the and the picture should be
duty or farm work.
their blood to the very battle lines where it is doing yeoman service. war production board urged other col- New York World Telegram's annual one of the best of 1943.
There is no question but that plasma is working near miracles leges to step up their fat collections.
on the fighting fronts. Great numbers of men who in the last war The fat salvage campaign to date has
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burned on a ship during one of the landings on that continent. "They
and colleges are urged to remove all various specialties. What we do not
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"We have become
So effective has the use of plasma proved that the Red Cross has khar said,
misses while passing other stars, grad- tion too rapidly. We are constantly the matter up to the Germans thembeen requested to furnish 4,000,000 donations in 1943. Like the
deflecting
ually will lose energy by
running into the stumbling block that selves. If we do the same thing again.
1,000,000 donations collected last year, they will be used with telling slower moving stars from their paths. those who ought to be ready for quick there will be another recurrence of
effect along our battle lines, on our ships at sea, and in our military The systems, he said, spend a "life- training simply do not have the founda- the present conflict within the next
time" becoming relaxed.
tion in elementary mathematics and generation."—Dr. Frederick Eby, prohospitals.
and philosophy of
years
This Red Cross service, along with the many others the organi- And what a life—I0 trillion be- physics—yes, even arithmetic."—Dean fessor of history
for the Milky Way, the scientist
S. C. Lind of the University of Minne- education at the University of Texas
your
is
Cross
The
Red
:
one
conclusion
but
to
leads
performs,
zation
lieves. Its present age is 3,000,000,000 sota institute of technology says war says the biggest difficulty facing the
Red Cross.
has exposed America's "shameful ne- world after establishment of peace wilt
years; still in kindergarten.
be the re-echication of German youth
It is doing your work. It is helping your people. It acts for you At the end of this span, he said, the glect" of our national education
system disintegrates—the stars slow
in all those things which you would do if granted the opportunity.
During March your Red Cross is raising its 1943 War Fund of down into conservative individualists
drowsing away the years.
$125,000,000. Support it to the utmost of your ability.
—s—
—ii letter from 1/u' American Red Cross
Dick Blakinger, business manager
for the Cornellian, Cornell College,
Mount Vernon, Iowa, was meeting a
University of Minnesota wrestling opponent in Minneapolis when he
learned of his call to active duty in the
\rmy Air Corps enlisted reserves.
Blakinger wired Bill Slothower, Editor : "I quit. Suggest you get a
t woman or about a nine-year-old boy
I for your next business manager."
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Pre-flight training has been added
to the course of study at Western
Maryland college. (ACP)
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Northeastern Is Favorite In Maine Meet Saturday Night
Hebron Meets Higgins Here Saturday For Prep School Basketball Title
Both Prep Teams
Boast Close Wins
Over Bear Cubs

All-Maine Guard

By Will Moulton
Next Saturday afternoon at two
o'clock the annual prep school tournament will be played in the Memorial
Gym. This year the two top prep
school teams in the state have been
chosen by the University of Maine
Athletic Department on the basis of
their season records.
Both Beat the Frosh
Both teams defeated the Maine
Frosh within the period of one week.
The margins of victory differed by
only one point, Higgins winning with a
score of 52 to 45 and Hebron winning
by a 51 to 43 count. The frosh club
which lost many good men throughout
the year had practically the same lineup for each of these games.
Hebron came within one point of
defeating the strong Bath Iron Works
club and defeated the Exeter Academy
outfit. Higgins lost only to N. H. Fay
High School this year and in a return
game defeated them 49 to 27.
Higgins Hunts First Win
This is the third year that the five
year trophy has been offered to the
team winning the greatest number of
tournaments at Maine in that period.
Hebron took the honors the first year
and will be after its second leg on the
trophy.

Campus Calendar
Friday
March 12
4:15 War Efforts Movies
6 South Stevens
800 Off-Campus Women's Dance
North Estabrooke
Lambda Chi Alpha Vic
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Vic
Phi Kappa Sigma Vic
Delta Tau Delta Vic
saturday
March 13
Comprehensive Exams
Arts and Sciences
Prep School Tourney
8:00 The Elms Vic
Lambda Chi Alpha Vic
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Vic
Phi Mu Delta Vic
Phi Kappa Sigma Vic
Delta Tau Delta Vic
March 14
II :1,K) am Services, Little Theatre
Speaker: Dr. Yang
!Wednesday
March 17
1 :00-1:20 1a-nten Service

:s1/1(

‘VORK

Delta Tau Five
Meets 'Mural
All-Star Squad
Championship Club,
Pre-Prep Tourney
Attraction Saturday
Five fraternities will get one more
chance to net the championship Delta
Tau Delta basketball five Saturday
in a waxed court feature which will be
played before the Hebron-Higgins
Prep School Tournament clash. Game
time is 12:30 p.m.
Originally scheduled to play a faculty quintet, the Delta will tangle with
the outstanding players in the Intramural Tournament this winter. Bob
Hay, Bobo Geneva, Phil Johnson, and
Floyd Smith led a strong Lambda Chi
attack this winter and will be out for
revenge over the team that barely
edged them out of the title.
Phi Gam is represented on the AllStar squad by Dopey Miller, Bud Lyford, and Jack Hotter, while Phi Mu
is contributing two men to the waxed
court quintet, Don Goodwin and Mert
Meloon. Johnny Wilbur and Earle
Wescott, S.A.E. stars, and Nick Nicholson and Elmer Knowles, Beta's best,
complete the All-Star combine.
The smooth operating Delta have an
imposing season's record of eleven
wins, one loss, and an average of 50
(Contained on Page Fort)

"I'VE GOT THE NEWS
FROM AFRICA."

BEAR FACTS
Now that the current war situation
has led to the curtailment of freshman
teams in many of the country's colleges
and universities, we find that intramural activities are stepping into the
limelight more than ever before. We
find this fact to be true especially in
the case of basketball. In pre-war
days preliminary basketball games
found the freshman team of the college battling it out with some high or
prep school team.
Before the Feature
Lately, with many freshman
teanis dissolved, we find that intramural or all-star teams of the intramural leagues are chosen to meet
out•ide teams while the customers
are finding their seats for the feature attraction.
In the few games Bowdoin has
played on their Brunswick court, the
preliminary game has found the local
high school team tangling with teams
from various fraternities. Bates inaugurated this same system, and in
both cases the scheme was found to be
the ideal solution for the situation.
Maine's 'Mural Court Game
llere at Maine basketball has
turned OUi to be the most popular
intramural sport, and most winter

Juventa
By Helen Clifford

nights find from three to six games
scheduled for each night. Most of
these games are not fast enough to
draw spectators, but the league
play-offs and the championship
game always draw a goodly number
of spectators.
We do not advocate the abolition of
freshman preliminary games here at
Maine, for the yearlings have always
produced teams that provided interesting ball games. However, we do suggest that, in years to come, one preliminary game be reserved for the
championship game of the intramural
leagues. For the competing fraternities or dormitories, this is one of the
big events of the year, and there is
really a lot of color. A team has to
be good to reach the finals, and they
play good enough basketball for even
a total stranger on the campus to enjoy.
Carr,ing Out the Idea
This idea could be carried even
farther in Maine by instituting a
playoff with two or maybe all four
of the state's colleges entering their
top team. N4 ith intramural competition as kern as it is, a team has to
work hard to reach the top, and any
recog
it can earn is rightly de.

'Mural Mat,
Ring Carnival
arch I6 17

by Bud Hale
served. Some men don't has e
enough time or ability for varsity
teams, and a system such as this
would give them some of the advantages of varsity competition.
For example, let us consider a playoff between fraternities of two schools.
With the athletic departments of both
schools and the fraternities sharing
the expense, the cost of such a venture
would not rest too heavily on any one
organization. A visiting squad of
eight or ten men could be kept overnight easily at the home team's house.
A plan such as this would do much to
promote relationships between the student bodies of two schools.
No New Idea
This practice is by no means a
new idea. There are at least two
similar that exist in New England
schools, and both have proved worth
while undertakings. Every year
teams representing sarious Harvard
clubs meet opposing Yale clubs. At
Phillips Andoser Academy and Phillips Exeter Academy all-star teams
are picked front their intramural
classes and throughout the year
there are at least five contests in
various intramural sports between
the two schools.

Views by Vose
By Clem Vows

The All-Maine basketball team was M
Though winter persists, Bill Kenannounced this week by Marie Rourke,
yon and his baseballers are taking advantage of the artificial weather of
basketball manager. A committee comthe field house to limber up and get a
posed of the team captains, class lead, little practice before going outdoors.
era, the basketball managers, and the
A dozen batterymen reported last
president of the W.A.A. Council seMonday and the remainder of the
lected the following girls for their
squad will begin practice the first of
next week.
playing ability and sportsmanship:
1.he Memorial Gymnasium will
According to the War Production
Ruth Bunker, '43, forward; Peg Jameagain be the scene of the annual intraBoard, the indoor playing surface
son, '46, forward; Peg Stackpole, '45,
mural boxing and wrestling carnival
won't be the only thing that's synforward; Burna Burnett, '43, guard;
on next Tuesday and Wednesday
thetic as colleges may get some of
Esther Libby, '46, guard; and Florence
nights. Preliminary, semi-final, and
the new rubber-centered balls. Seven
Treworgy, '43, guard.
final matches of the wrestling will be
The members of the All-Maine Re- held the first night, and the boxing hundred and twenty thousand of them
will be made because that many rubserve Team are Fran Houghton, '43, events will be held on Wednesday.
her pills were left when the Governforward; J. Rawcliffe, '46, forward;
All contestants have been working ment put a stop to making golf balls.
Sally Ryan, '43, forward; Doris Dex- out
for several weeks, the boxers un- These amounted to 11 tons and WPB
ter, '45, guard; Arline Hulbert, '46, der
the supervision of Dayson De- has granted 20 tons of scrap to build
guard; and Lillian Lewis, '45, guard. Courcy,
and the mat men under Fleet- them up to baseball-core size.
To Nominate Officers
wood Pride. The pairings for the
The Army has tested the new balls,
A nominating committee for the preliminaries have not yet been anW.A.A. executive offices will meet on nounced; but, despite the comparative found them satisfactory, and relaxed
Sunday, 7:00 p.m., in the Alumni Gym. inexperience of many entrants, all the rule which used to call for corkand-rubber center or the equivalent.
Students interested in working on the bouts promise to be good.
If the Army absorbs 80 per cent of all
W.A.A. Council next year are urged
Entrants for the grunt and groan baseballs as it has been doing, about
to add their name to the managership tangles include Ed Ellis, Roger
Oakes,
lists which have been posted in each and Kay in the 131 lb. class; Mal Pier- 120,000 will be left for colleges, schools
and industries.
dormitory.
son, Dick Desjardin, Chuck WerBowling Winds Up
The volley ball tourney schedule has thicm, and Phil Whitney in the 146
been drawn up this week. Gaines will lb. class; George Griffiing, Dick Jones, Down at Ames Alleys in Orono
begin before spring vacation. All play- Hal Surninsby, Pete Tsacalotos, and twelve fraternity bowling teams are
ers must have four preliminary prac- Gilmani in the 163 lb. class; and Ernie finishing up their Interfraternity
tices before they may play in the tour- Parizo, Eli Snitzer, Dean Ebbet, and League schedules this week. Lambda
Chi has won the championship while
nament games.
Sewall in the 173 lb. class.
Phi Eta, Phi Mu, and Sigma Nu are
Those in the mit tourney include
In the badminton tournament Florstill in the scrap for second place.
ence Armstrong and Ruth Higgins are Gray, Graham, Ed Duckworth, Ed
This may be the last regular bowl(Continued on Page Four)
strong contenders in the upper bracket,
ing season for the duration for "Sam,
while Lewis, Halsey, and Tondreau
Sam, the Bowling Man" tells us that
are among the leading contenders in the
iv lien it's a question of obtaining critlower bracket of the tourney. All
ical materials for war goods or for
games must be played off before spring ,
r-•
sports equipment, war goods comes
vacation. A gold cup will be awarded I WM In
first.
to the winner of this year's tournament.
Maine Freshmen-62
The more than 12 minim bowlers
This marks the fourth week in this
Deering and South Portland-36 mho
roll their strikes and spares in
semester's health program. Students
Shot put: \Von by Tuck (M); secwho wish to continue keeping the pro- ond, Davis (SP); third, Libby (M). the five thousand bowling establishments in the United States each year
gram may obtain more health record Distance-40 ft. 5 in.
are better off than ice skaters, who
sheets from their health officer or from
70 yard high hurdles: Won by won't see any new skates for the durathe Women's Physical Education Of- Smith (M); second, Campbell (SP):
tion.
fice in Alumni Gym.
third, Murdock (M). Time-10.5 sec.
70 yard dash: Won by Abercrombie
(M) second, Bradley (D); third,
Black (D). Time-7.6 sec.
One mile run: Won by Emery (D)
, second, Danforth (M); third, Rice
(D). Time-4 min. 40.5 sec.
70 yard low hurdles: Won by Catir
(M); second, Smith (M); third,
Campbell (SP). Time-8.9 sec.
High jump: Won by Tuck (M);
second, tie between Libby (M) and
Davis (D). Height-5 ft. 4 in.
600 yard run: Won by Black (D);
second, Chalmers (M); third, Boerke
(M). Time-1 min. 24.8 sec.
1.000 yard run: Won by Emery
(D); second, Emery (M); third, Elliot (M). Time--2 min. 32.1 sec.
Pole vault: Won by Richter (Id) ;
second, Campbell (SP); third, Tuck
). Height-11 ft. 6 in.
300 yard run: Won by Abercrombie
(M) second, Bradley (D); third,
Gleason (SP). Time-34 sec.
Broad jump: Won bv Abercrombie
(M); second, Owen (M); third,
Higgins (M). Distance-19 ft. 11%
GINE tivssir
in.
flit K YOI'l DEN

DeCourcey, Pride
Trainees Meet In
Annual Event

Frosh Tracksters
4.3 r inaie

"BIGGEST HIT IN EGYPT? THAT'S EASY.
HAMBURGERS AND COKES."

All-Maine Center

You probably read that in your newspaper
a while ago. That war correspondent found
how our fighting men everywhere want
Coca-Cola. It must have sorneibing special
to be the favorlte of the fighting forces.
There's taste you don't f..id anywhere this
side of Coca-C,)ia, its, If. And there's that
welcome feel of refrashni,,nt thol goes into
energy. Take it from in" r....ke is good."
11,111cf, AirtIritiri

or Tor rex centa COMPANY IS

BANGOR COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANT, Inc.
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Dash Dynamite

Timber Topper

NU Huskies Have
Star Freshmen,
Championship Club
By Monty Higgins

This Saturday, Maine's varsity track
team will face the team of Northeastern University. The Black Bears
rolled over the Husky basketball squad
twice this winter, but when it comes to
track, a Pale Blue victory will not be
so easy to attain. The University of
Maine trackmen have been undefeated
so far this season, but many of the
team's stellar performers have gone
into the armed forces.
Huskies' Main Threat
Northeastern's main threat seems to
consist of a hurdler named Del Alberghini. A little while ago be set a
new record in the low hurdles at the
NEAAAU meet. Mr. Alberghini will
have a chance to watch Maine's star
RED LECLAIR
hurdlers, Red LeClair and Bill Hadlock, in action next Saturday.
In this same NEAAAU meet, northeastern boasted of three equally capable
high jumpers, Joe Lavin, Fred Careiro,
and Al Brown. They each did five
feet eleven, Maine has some high
jumpers, too, though. Al Clements,
Walt Brady, and LeClair should all do
well in the coming encounter with
Northeastern.
Maine's Weight Men
Maine has a notable aggregation of
weightmen. Bob Weisman, Bob Dodge,
Windy Work, Black Bear star and Bill Harding should divide the
guard, and Gene Hussey, Maine's places in the discus, hammer, and shot.
high-scoring center, were recently Charlie Pistorino is the main weight
named to an All-Maine cage combine heaver at Northeastern.
Dick Youlden, Johnny Radley, and
compiled from votes of the four "downAl Huchinson should be able to show
cast" collegiate court coaches.
any dashmen that Northeastern brings
Colby College, State intercollegiate up a thing or two. John Stewart and
basketball champions for 1943, placed Howie Barber will carry Maine's
three men in the top five. Because a hopes in the six-hundred. Heney Contrio of guards each received two votes, don and Leo Estabrook constitute
six players are listed on the "All" Maine's bids for places in the thousand
club. They are: Ben Zecker, Colby, and the mile respectively.
Two-miler Phil Hamm should be
forward; Jack Joyce, Bates, forward;
Gene Hussey, Maine, center; Frank able to maintain his fine record by
Strup, Colby, guard; Gene Hunter, showing his heels to the Northeastern
Colby, guard; Windy Work, Maine, runners. In the broad-jump, .Maine
will present Howie Barber, Hadlock,
guard.
The sextet of court celebrities is a and Dick Sinkinson.
Maine's hopes will be dimmed due
combination of high-scoring forwards,
a brilliant center, and a trio of guards to the loss of broad jumper Icky Crane
who were good retrievers, play-makers, and Miler Dick Martinez, who were
and scorers in the past season. Joyce recently inducted. Both had been
tallied 93 points in State Series com- consistent point winners for four years.
Northeastern has a strong team, but
petition and was the Pine Tree State's
top-scorer. Hussey scored 51 points, this will be the last scheduled meet for
the Maine pivotman competing in only the Black Bears, and they will be in
five games. An injured ankle kept there fighting to keep their slate clean.
Therefore, there should be a real bathim out of the Colby duel at Orono.
tle Over at the field house on Saturday
night.
Patronize Our Advertisers

Hussey And Work
Make All-Maine
Basketball Five
Four State Tutors
Select Year's Best
Waxed Court Stars

YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SUREEN IIITS

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres
OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
!kid Over
Thurs., Fri., and Sat.
March 11-12-13
(ireer Garson
Ronald Colman
in
James II Itt its
"RANDOM HARVEST"
Sun. Mon., Tues., and Wed.
March 14-15-16-17
"IN WHICH WE SERVE"
Noel Coward, Celia Johnson,
Derek Elphinstone
The flashback story of an
English commander and his men,
with emphasis on their hopes
and loves

JFJtb
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ORONO

Fri. & Sat, March 12-13
Walt Disney's
"HANSI"
In Technicolor
News—Sportlite—Travelog

Sun., Mon., March
"KEEPER OF THE FLAME"
Spencer Tracy,
Kathryn Hepburn
News—Der Fuehrer's Fat ,

Tuesday, March 16
"SILVER QUEEN"

BIJOU

Geo. Brent, Priscilla Lane

BANGOR

March of Time—Travelog

Sat.. Sun, Mn. and Tues
March 13-14-15-16
"IMMORTAL SERGEANT'
starring
1 letii v Fonda. Maureen O'Hara
and Thomas Mitchell
Thurs , awl Fri
Mart h 17-18-19
"YOUNG MR. rrn—
starring
,bct I lona t

Wed. & Thurs., March 17-18
Double Feature
"LIFE BEGINS AT 8:30"
Monte Woi,lcy, Ida Lupin°
Plus
"GREAT GILDERSLEEVE"
Ilatobl Peary. Jane Darwin
Metro News

Bijou awl Opera House operate continuously from
Matinee Pin cc 104 to S
10 0,11
t k
lock

Turn Old Socks Into Patches
For War-Saving Measure
By Frances Higgins
A iew odds and ends blown across
the campus by the March wind include
patches on worn out socks. We've
seen them, and now we believe in them.
Two old pairs of socks alike? Cut
one pair into patches and applique with
contrasting yarn or darning cotton onto worn out heels and toes. Very
fetching, and economical, too.
Polish new shoes before using them
to prevent dust and grit from working
into the leather. A little saddle soaping of sport shoes makes them last a
long time. Try a polish that combines
dyeing with shining on loafers, and
beam smugly as they improve with
age.
Patches Practical
Watch the papers for releases on
such shoes as ski boots. Some ski
shops are selling their stock at a
special discount while the ban is lifted.
Patches again! More than one coed finds that leather patches over the
elbows of her favorite jacket are stylish as well as very practical. It's the
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coed's responsibility to take better care
of her clothes for the duration.
Take a glimpse at all the different
service insignia sported by the Maine
coed, and then, give a sigh of regret.
Sorry girls, according to the military
authorities service insignia belongs to
the fellow who owns it and not to anyone else from his best friend to his
best girl. There is beginning to be a
shortage of military insignia. In most
military areas the wearing of service
insignia by unauthorized persons is
prohibited and is punishable by fine or
imprisonment.
Cheek This Best-seller
It's not in the fashion line, but it is
in line for sonic sort of award as a
best-selling non-fiction book. What
is it? Why, of course, it's Our Hearts
Were Young and Gay by Cornelia
Otis Skinner and Emily Kimhrough, a
howlingly funny tidbit about a trip to
Europe in the good old days when an
American gal hadn't lived until she
had spent a year in London or gay
Parer. It's a book that shouldn't be
missed, and the library has two copies.

MCA Panel
Scores I-lit
At Pittsfield
Chairman Stickney
Reports Deputation
Plans Similar Trips

The M.C.A. deputation team spent
the week-end from Friday noon to
Sunday evening in Pittsfield holding
panel discussions with the M.C.I. students and Grange and holding special
church services at the Universalist
Church.
Wendell Stickney, in charge of the
group and chairman of the panel discussion. said that the reception given
the group was very gratifying in that
even the high school students showed
noticeable concern with the importance of using Christian principles as
a basis for world restoration.
"Our purpose," said Stickney in his
introduction to the student assembly
of 250, "is not to bring you any dogmatic belief in any particular religious
principles. We are not theological
students, nor are any of us preparing
to be ministers. We are merely students like yourselves and want to think
with you about the part that we individuals play in world problems. Our
theme for this week-end is "Will
There will be no students on the
Your Christian Faith Work?" and we
newly formed University fire depart- want your ideas and your questions
ment, according to an announcement presented in this informal discussion."
from Charles E. Crossland, chairman
The panel, a new venture of the
of the committee for its formation.
deputation team, was opened by three
When the announcement was made speakers: Thelma Folsom, Louise
last week concerning the organization Eastman, and Elton Rich. Other
of the department, it was thought that members of the panel included Barstudents would make up the body of bara Higgins, Ralph Klucken. and Don
the unit but this does not appear to be Crossland. After the opening thoughtprovoking talks, the discussion was
the case.
taken over by the assembly and only
Richard M. Pierce, president of the guided by the panel group.
Interfraternity Council, has been ap"We got the ideas and the questions
pointed Master of Ceremonies of the we asked for," said Stickney in telling
Interfraternity Singing Contest to be of the team's experience, "and more
held Saturday evening, April 17, ac- too." Questions which require plenty
cording to an announcement by James of discussion, such as 'How can we
Selwood, director of the glee clubs.
trust the Japanese after the war?' and
Several fraternities are already re- 'Are we fighting against non-Chrishearsing for the event. The arrange- tian ideals or against human individument of "Stouthearted Men," the num- al beings?' were brought up by the
ber to be sung by all participating assembly.
fraternities after the award has been
Much of the success of the deputamade, is now ready for distribution. tion is attributed to Elton Rich who
SeMr.
from
obtained
he
can
Copies
suggested the idea of the team meetwood at 15 Stevens, North.
ing with a high-school-age group in
addition to the usual Sunday services
Jim Donovan, acting president of
and young people's social. "I can
this
announced
the Sophomore Class,
honestly say that we were all talking
week that the annual Sophomore Hop,
the same language." said Rich, "and
a formal dance, will be held April 2.
the spontaneous participation of the
in the Memorial Gym. The committee
assembly proved how sincere the young
in charge, Martin Kelly, chairman; Jo
people are in applications of Christian
Clark, Geraldine NfacBurnie, Gary
principles."
alhave
Davis,
Lorraine
and
Spears,
Plans are being made for future
ready decided on the programs and
trips of this sort. It is felt that difchaperons.
ferent students can always add to the
Doctor Alexander D. Dodd, profes- value of any deputation, and over 40
sor of clinical training at the Bangor have participated so far this year. To
Theological Seminary, will be the lead- aid in obtaining preparation material
er of the second session of the M.C.A. in the form of original ideas, "bull
Friendship and Marriage Institute sessions- are being held for all who
on Wednesday evening, March 17, at are interested at the M.C.A. on Tues7:30 in the Little Theatre. Doctor days at 4 o'clock. Tentative plans are
Dodd's topic will concern "Factors in now being made for trips to Newport
and Southwest Harbor.
a Successful Marriage."

Campus Brevities .. .
Members of Delta Tau Delta fraternity acted as jurors Friday night for
the Battle of Music program broadcast through Station WLBZ.
Selected for this honor on the 84th
birthday of the national fraternity,
the members were required to judge
the merits of four exhibits of various
types of music.
We must avoid reaction after the
war, urged Mrs. Edith Magruder at a
Y.W.C.A. tea Saturday afternoon attended by students, house directors, and
faculty members.
The tea was in charge of Barbara
Bean, chairman of the social committee.
Professor Vincent Whitney of the
sociology department, College of Arts
and Sciences, will be the Lenten speaker in the second of a series of Lenten
services sponsored by the Religious
Resources Committee of the M.C.A.,
Wednesday, March 17.
Lenten services are presented each
Wednesday afternoon from 1:00 to
1:20 in the 1.ittle Theatre.
—•—
A joint banquet of the Women's
Student Government Association and
the Men's Senate was held last Tuesday evening in South Estabrooke hall.
Following the banquet a business meeting of the general student senate was
held at which Lt. Lawrence Kelley
presented the Red Cross drive to the
students.
The guests at the banquet were
President Arthur Hauck, Dean and
Mrs. Lamert Corbett, Dean Edith G.
Wilson, and Lt. Kelley. Miss Frances
Donovan was the toastmistress.
Natalie Curtis was chairman of the
banquet and her committee included
Mary Billings and Betty Price.

Every branch of the Armed Service, sues the telephone.

One

•

Weekly War Movie
To Feature Canada
The weekly showing of war
effort movies will feature "A
Thousand Days" on March 12
at the Little Theatre. This film:concerns our ally, Canada, and
what she has been doing thus
far in helping to wipe out Hitler. Also on the program will
be a "U. S. News Review" made
up of "Unnecessary Travel,"
"Mobile Laundry for Front
Line Troops," "Alcan Highway," "Jungle Fighting," and
the "Marine's Hymn."
After vacation, some excellent films will be shown, among
them "Target for Tonight" and
"A Day in Russia."

Deutscher Verein
In 40th Year

•
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Mural Boxing - -

Navy Lt. To Speak
On WAVES,SPARS
R. E. (Alio)Is, I 1i:tilt:Ilan!
(j-g.), USNR, Naval officer at
the Bangor Joint Induction Center and officer-in-charge of the
Bangor Navy recruiting station,
will address vc-,men students at
the University of Maine on
March 15th, Monday, on the
subject of the WAVES and
SPARS, in Room 2, South Stevens at 1:00 p.m.

Maine Professors
Society Members

(Continued from Page Three)
Ellis, and Tom Tillson in the 130 lb.
class; Pie Danner, Cal Friar, Ernie
Haines, Steve Notis, Carl Watson,
Fred Hale, and Neal Mills in the 150
lb. class; Ed Fallardeau, Tom Allen,

Deutscher Verein, the (oii man scholastic honor society, is celebrating the
Bob Page, Dick Stratton, Don Mcfortieth anniversary of its founding
this year. The first meeting occurred
Cusker, Earle Wescott, Harry Wooson October 29, 1902, at the home of Dr.
ter, Woods, and Red Roley in the 160
I.ewis, then professor of German.
lb. class; and Bob Dutton and Bottle
A number of persons well known to
Williamson in the heavyweight
the present student generation were
• sion.
members in the first years of the
Matches will begin at 7 p.m. and
Verein's existence. Among these might
the referee will be Dr. George Steinbe mentioned: Professor Adelbert
hauer.
\V. Sprague, the first secretary, who
frequent
a
as
minutes
figures in the
Patronize Our Advertisers
(Continued from Page T)ree)
soloist on the 'cello; Professor Robert
them.
behind
game
a
points
Drummond, the second secretary; ProTwo small, speedy, accurate shootfessor Bertrand Brann; and Mrs. Mabel McGinley, the present director of ers, Ray Cook and Charlie Markee,
will start at the forward position,.
Balentine hall.
Hard working Russ Libby will be at
Some of the early programs included
center, while "Perk" Perkins and specthe February, 1903, meeting at which
Norton cover the back
gave a lecture tacular Charlie
Prof. NValter W. Chadlx,urne, pro- Professor Huddilston
court. Rounding out the Delt reserves
on the "Art Collections of Germany"
fessor of economics and business adwill be Smythe, Krause, Beaulieu,
and in March, 1903, Professor Stevens,
ministration, has been granted a leave after whom Stevens hall is now named, Jones, Vose, and two new freshman
pledges, Nick Johns and Johnny Saof absence front the University to ac- spoke on "German Physicists."
battus.
Deutscher
the
At the meeting of
cept a wartime position with the
folHercules Powder Company at Wil- Vercin held last Wednesday, the
lowing were initiated: Marcia Rubimington, Delaware. Professor Chadnoff, Sally Lockett, John McAllister.
BOWLING
bourne will work in the field of ecoAlvin Morris, Grace Wentworth, Nornomic research'. He left for his new
is mighty invigorating
ma Herzing, and Paul Smith.
position on March 2.
but not too strenuous
Those chosen and initiated earlier
Dr. Chadbourne came to the Uni- in the year were: Elinor Crowell, Ceversity in 1922 in the department of cile Littlefield, Louisa Cox, Florice
economics. He is a graduate of Maine Dunham, Allen Solomon, and Eva
in the Class of 1920 and holds the Woodbrey.
Ph.D. from Harvard, 1935.
•

•

Delt Basketball -

Chadbourne Granted
Leave OF Absence

Orono Alleys

Summer Session

Deferment - (Continued from Page One)

Ruth H. Southard
has your favorite Dicky as featured in the latest "Mademoiselle":
yellow, blue or pink for only $1.00.
19 Mill Si., Orono, Maine

(Continued from l'age One)
(1) That he is competent arid gives
University, a six week program pri- promise of the successful completion of
•
marily for teachers, educators, and such course of study, and
graduate students. The dates of the
(2) That he has completed at least
Summer Session this year are from one-half of his undergraduate work,
July 6 to August 13, and there will and that if he continues his progress
STUDENT
also be a preliminary pre-Session of he will graduate in a number of months
LAUNDRY CASES
three weeks from June 14 to July 2. equal to the period of academic study
•
Only $1.69 at
which he has already completed.
If you don't know the name of a
"Such deferment of students of agTexas Christian university co-ed, call riculture or forestry should not be
HARDWARE
her "Jean" and you have a pretty fair for a period beyond July 1, 1943, lynchVAETY
chance of being correct. Nearly 9 per ing further consideration of the status
cent of the girls on the TCU campus ' of such students."
PLUMBING & HEATING
are named Jean, Jeanne, Jeane, or
1-37 MILL ST. ORONO, MAINE
Gene.
(Continued on Page Four)
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PARK'S

PERFEcTLY surrED
for every springtime occaTweeds, gabardines,
sion.
plaids, navy, and black twills.
The season's biggest hit for
wartime utility. Sizes 12-20.

$12.95 - $40
Mail orders filled

The SYSTEM Co.
•

•

ALL OVER THE WORLD
America's 900,000 aviation workers
combine their skill and experience to satisfy today's
demand for vital war necessities. Thanks to our airplane makers, ground crews and pilots like Capt.
Haakon Gulbransen (shown here), of Pan American
Airways, needed supplies are flown to our fighting

men

all over the world.

of a tenet, Anti-Airrraft.

.,_
ALL OVER
THE

.WORLD

Che
sterfields
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To his mother and dad it seems only yesterday that hc was using thc family telephone to call his
high school sweetheart. But today the orders he sends and receives over his wartime telephone
help speed the day when love and laughter, peace and progress shall again rule the world.
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